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A. Campos, J. Medeiros & M. Ribeiro

Escolas de Luta (Baderna)



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vaT6KpdU1KU

A Escola é Nossa! (doc, 24 min)



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f36AERXUuD8

Escolas de Luta de São Paulo (doc, 9 min)
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Protest against school “reorganization”

(Av. Paulist - 9 oct, 2015)



Manual: How to occupy a school?

(translated in 2013 by Mal Educado from argentinian “Frente de Estudiantes Libertarios” pamphlet)



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QvdrLD1RbTI
Escolas de Luta - MC Foice e Martelo (song, 3 min)

FOICE: “Salve, salve Martelo!”

MARTELO: “E aí, Foice, firme mano?”

FOICE: “Firme, não né, tio! Cê é loko, o Alckmin aí fudendo com os estudantes, mano!”

MARTELO: “Cê é loko, eu ouvi dizer, né mano, vai fechar uma pá de 

escola. O cara fecha escola e abre cela, não tô nem entendendo, tio! Mas 

é isso, eu ouvi dizer que os estudante tá tudo organizado, né não?”

“O Estado veio quente 

Nóis já tá fervendo (x2)

Quer desafiar

Não tô entendendo 

Mexeu com estudante 

Vocês vão sair perdendo

(por quê?)

O Fernão é Escola de Luta 

Andronico é Escola de Luta 

Ana Rosa é Escola de Luta 

Fica preparado

Que se fecha 

Nóis ocupa

(vai, vai)

Antonio Viana é Escola de Luta 

Salim Maluf é Escola de Luta 

EE Julieta é Escola de Luta 

Fica preparado

Que se fecha 

Nóis ocupa 

[…]”

FOICE: “Estudante tudo zica, mano, só na luta autônoma organizada, nóis têm que 
incentivar essa porra, tio.”

MARTELO: “É isso, tio, é nóis por nóis, né mano? Porque tá fudendo pro nosso lado, se nóis 
não se organizar, mano, cê é loko, tio. Mas é isso, o recado é esse né não? Pra cada escola 
que ele fechar nóis vai ocupar é duas, tio.”

FOICE: “Cê é loko, não podemos deixar os companheiros pra trás não, 

mano. Cê é loko, nenhuma escola a menos.”

MARTELO: “É isso, tio, nenhuma escola a menos, carrralho!”

SICKLE: "Yo, yo Hammer!"

HAMMER: "What's up, Scythe, steady bro?"

SICKLE: "Steady, no, dude! Shit is crazy, Alckmin is fucking with the students, bro!

HAMMER: "Crazy, I heard, man, he's closing a lot of schools. The guy closes schools and 
opens cells, I don't even understand, dude! But  I heard that the students are all organized, 
right?

"The State came burning 

We're already boiling (x2)

Wanna challenge

I don't understand 

If you mess with students 

You're gonna end up losing

(why?)

Fernão is a Struggle School 

Andronico is a Struggle School 

Ana Rosa is a Struggle School 

Be prepared

because if it closes 

We occupy

(go, go)

Antonio Viana is a Struggle School 

Salim Maluf is Struggle School 

EE Julieta is a Struggle School 

Be prepared

because if it closes 

We occupy 

[...]"

SICKLE: "Students are all angry, bro, it's the organized autonomous struggle, we have to 
encourage this shit, man."

HAMMER: "That's right, man, it's us for us, right brother? Because it's fucking up our 

Our side, if we don't get organized, man, shit is crazy, man. But that's it. 

This is the message, isn't it? For every school he closes we're going to occupy two, Uncle.

SICKLE: "It's crazy, we can't leave our comrades behind, 

bro. Yo, not one school less.

HAMMER: "That's right, uncle, no one less school, dammit!"



E. E. Fernão Dias

E. E. Diadema



“against the reorganization, occupy your school” 

"How does the governor want a reorganization when  not even what there is is organized? "
(manifesto of the occupants of EE Clotilde Peluso)

“schools occupied, against the dismantling 
of education” 



E. E. Marilza Garbosa Francisco





Comissions - E.E. Castro Alves (ZN) 

Renata Armelin

EE SELMA MARIA MARTINS CUNHA - FACEBOOK - 
11/30/15] 

"Tomorrow the OCCUPIED school will be 'open' and with 
activities to 

receive the students of the school, parents, mothers and 
the community. The purpose of the occupation is not to 
close the school and prevent the access of people, but to 
prove that students can make a better school. 

Here is the schedule for tomorrow, November 1, 2015:



- 7am to 8am - Assembly of the students in occupation.

- 8:00 am - Entrance released to students and community.

- 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. - Open court / cleaning of 
hallways and courtyard.

- 12:00 pm to 1:00 pm - Lunch (donations are needed).

- 1:00 pm to 2:00 pm - freestyle rhyming.

- 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm - Open Court / Music circle.

- 4:00 pm to 4:30 pm - Afternoon coffee (we need 
donations).

- 4:30pm to 6pm - Debate: sexism and feminism (with 
students from 

of Ufscar).

- 6pm - School closing.

- 6pm to 7pm - Assembly of the students in occupation. 

- 19h00 - Dinner (we need donation)."
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""[...] we are in the middle of a war and we have to 
prepare ourselves to continue to face it. Eventually we 
lose some battles, but we have to win the final war. So, 
for this, we have to stop a little and trace some 
strategies."" (29/11, governor Alckmin chief of staff)



Comando das Escolas Ocupadas









“now the class is in the street!” 





[EE ANTONIO MANOEL - INTERVIEW - 11/30/15]

"We went out in street protests. Street protests, street 
protests, street protests. All the regions did street 
protests. Street protests didn't work out, [...] they became 
the floor. Then we have to radicalize the fight, what do we 
do? Let's go and occupy the schools, occupying the schools 
was, like, a radical measure. Then we occupied the schools 
and then it became a big thing: 200 schools occupied. 
Then occupying the school [...] you know, it became the 
floor. What do we do, besides occupy the schools? And it 
is a question that we ask ourselves everyday, what are we 
going to do, what is the next step for us to radicalize 
more? Are we going to get the tires and set them on fire? 
It tough..."
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The ‘Poligremia’ experience (2012)

https://passapalavra.info/2012/06/60822/

For us, in the secondary school movement, it seems that we are 
always starting. On one hand, starting our political action; on 
the other hand, starting or resuming from scratch the 
organization of our political spaces. A good part of those who 
participated in student councils had to dedicate themselves, first, 
to their (re)construction. The rhythm imposed by the three-year 
high school cycle is hostile to the formation of lasting student 
organizations.

(...)

Breaking the cycle of eternal (re)beginning characteristic of 
secondary school struggles and organizations, both inside and 
outside the schools, requires keeping alive their previous and 
contemporary experiences, relating past, present, and future of 
the movement. That is, to see them as part of the same history, 
tracing their historical meaning. Without formulated continuity, 
actions become meaningless and it is almost impossible to build a 
collective identity [31].



The search for identity within oneself: a Polygremia of guilds

Now, Poligremia - a union of the Latin Poli- to the Portuguese 
Grêmios - should, by definition, seek the point of convergence, a 
sense common to the experiences of these organizations. But 
establishing the relationship between them is not such a clear or 
simple task, and it is easy to miss how absurd it is to look 
outside the experience of the guilds for a meaning for their 
unity. In this way, the Poligremia gets lost in an absence of 
identity, which returns cyclically in moments of ebb and 
demobilization.

This identity void was filled in early 2011 by the mobilizations 
against the raise. The involvement with a broader struggle and at 
first external to Poligremia temporarily provided the purpose that 
its actions lack.


The (non-)history of Polygremia has always been around 
temporary external agendas: in 2001 and 2006 these were, 
respectively, the Peoples' Global Action and another fight against 
the fare raise. They have provided, with their concrete struggles, a 
meaning - alien and temporary - to the group. The great challenge 
is, however, to look for concrete struggles in the guilds, to 
appropriate our own experience. Without a defined relationship 
with the student councils, the Poligremia will always be a small 
group that tries to guess the demands of other students or 
impose projects of its own interest. It will always be informally 
commanded by the ideas of a group of friends or by a group that 
participates in another organization, larger and more structured, 
and that thus shares common political conceptions [33].



Already evident in the discussion raised with the but interrupted 
Letter of Beginnings were the unresolved problems of the 
confused relationship between the guilds and the Poligremia [34]. 
Without seeing itself as a meeting place for the guilds' struggles, 
but only as a place for periodic meetings of its members, it goes 
against any possibility of identity construction and continuity. Its 
bond with the guilds gradually loosens: it empties itself into a 
Poligremia without guilds (!). It ceases to assume, finally, the 
organization of students inside the schools - precisely that which 
has always defined their participation in this broader space - and 
becomes, at most, a group of friends, a political formation group, 
or worse, an inviting environment for partisan youth, but not a 
collective of school guilds.




ORGANIZATIONAL TRINITARIANISM

COMPOSITION

what actions can produce 
new effects and overcome 
the movement’s impasses
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OBJECTIVES

I. To propose a (quasi) formal model of social and political interaction. 



II. To delineate some elements of a political economy of social struggle, i.e. the means of 
reproduction and production from the standpoint of a political body or movement, rather 
than of capital.



III. To think the separation of political bodies and the social world, i.e. the complementary 
relation between the interiority of a political movement and its boundary, and of its 
boundary to the exteriority of State and capital. This, rather, than thinking politics solely as a 
contradiction between two objective terms (e.g. of workers vs  capital, State), or as a pure 
(subjective) interiority.



IV. To think the historicity of political bodies, its sequential character, more specifically, as a 
process of experimentation and enquiry, a treatment of residues, rather than of as a matter 
of program, of class objectivity (or other ontologizations of the social) or of progressive 
accumulation.




I. INTERACTION

A. Bogdanov, Essays in Tektology p.42



EXAMPLE: DIVORCE

dad

composition: the separation of the couple must take into account 
their son and the family as a whole



boundary: is the son on the side of his mom, his dad, or does he has 
his own side in the story?



reproduction & affect: the dad and the son get along very well, but 
the mom basically raised the son while the father was away

mom

son
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INTERACTION SPACES



given a bidirectional graph, one asks:



for each object (node), which closed 
paths that return back to itself 
(“loops” or “cycles”) exist?
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INTERACTION SPACES
and what it takes for something to exist



G. Tononi, IIT entry on Scholarpedia

Plato, Sophist, 247 D,E

To account for the intrinsic existence of experience, a system 
constituted of elements in a state must exist intrinsically (be actual): 
specifically, in order to exist, it must have cause-effect power, as there 
is no point in assuming that something exists if nothing can make a 
difference to it, or if it cannot make a difference to anything.[7] 
Moreover, to exist from its own intrinsic perspective, independent of 
external observers, a system of elements in a state must have cause-
effect power upon itself, independent of extrinsic factors.

“I suggest that everything which possesses any power of any kind, 
either to produce a change in anything of any nature or to be affected 
even in the least degree by the slightest cause, though it be only on 
one occasion, has real existence. For I set up as a definition which 
defines being, that it is nothing else but power.”


A. Bogdanov, Essays in Tektology p.5

Complete disorganization is a concept without meaning. It is, in reality,

the same as naked non-being. For a complete disorganization it is 
necessary to assume a complete absence of connections; but that 
which has no connections cannot present any resistance to our efforts, 
and only in resistances do we learn about the existence of things; 
consequently, for us there is no such thing as complete disorganization. 
And to think about absolute disconectedness is possible only verbally: 
it is not possible to put into such words any real, living representation, 

because an absolutely incoherent representation is not representation 
at all – generally it is nothing.



INTERACTION SPACES

person

i.e. calculator is a part of a person, 
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INTERACTION SPACES
II. chained interaction

kid A

kid A  ≈  kid B husband  ⊂  affair

 toy ⊆ (kid A ∩ kid B)
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A

C⇄B

B⇄C

 wife ⊄ (husband ∩ affair)



EXAMPLE: FORDISM
the symmetry break of post-fordist work recomposition

worker A

worker A worker A

worker A

worker A  ≈  worker B worker A  ≠  worker B

worker A     ⊂  worker A worker A      ⊄  worker A

factory

wage gig

platform

streetsid

id id

id

id id

id

id

worker B

worker A worker A

worker B

A

A B

factory

B

factory

At
t+1wage→A

factory→B

street→B street→A

worker A/B

factory→A

worker A/B

A

t tt+1 t+1

t+1 t+1t t

factory platform

wage gig

i.e. security means that the future of the 
worker (as a worker) is included in his present 

i.e. precarity means that the future of the worker 
(as a worker) is not included in his present 

ASYMMETRY

worker
platform worker

platform| id           |  ≪  | id           |

SYMMETRY

worker
factory worker

factory| id           |  ~  | id           |



INTERACTION SPACES
III. unfolding of the interaction space of an object

A

A

...

b

B

id

id   = id 

[id  ]

abstract self-identity interaction space

powers, knowledge, reproduction of B 

unfolding

of interaction space

e.g. “worker”

A

AA A

A

a. dense interaction space

space such that every object has 
a proper part

A
∀ id   ∃ B s.t. ∃ id   

A

B

every social world is a dense 
interaction space

b. postulate of materialism

[id  ] is infinite
A

[id  ]  = {id  , id  , id    , id  ,   id       }
A

B
A A A A A

b→B …→B B→…



INTERACTION SPACES
IV. residues

space such that every object makes differences it 
cannot sense, and sense differences which it 

didn’t make

b. real interaction space c. postulate of materialist dialectic

A
∀ id   ∃ X, a s.t. ∄ id    and ∃ idA a

X A

making a difference, 
without sensing it

sensing a difference, 
without making it

absence of difference 
making, object is 

disconnected

A AA

limit object petit object isolated object

a iX

A
id

unfolding

of interaction space

A

every social world is a dense and 
real interaction space

[id  ] is infinite, but incomplete
A



INTERACTION SPACES AS COMPLEX SOCIAL WORLDS

soldier

[id  ]  = p  [id  ] ,    p ∈ [0, 1]A B

equivalence relation
 reflexivity: A ≈ 
 symmetry: A ≈ B ⇒ B ≈ 
 transitivity: A ≈ B, B ≈ C ⇒ A ≈ C

general

commodity Acommensurability

captain

money

soldier

commodity B

general

MODE B (consistent asymmetric mereology of 
social contracts and subjection)

strict partial order
 reflexivity: A ⊂ 
 antisymmetry: A ⊂ B, B ⊂ A ⇒ B ≈ 
 transitivity: A ⊂ B, B ⊂ C ⇒ A ⊂ C

 son ⊂ mom, mom ⊂ dad but son ⊄ da
 A ≈ B, B ≈ C, A ≈ B

MODE A (inconsistent mereology of communities)



equivalence: A ≈ B

strict connection
 strict inclusion: A ⊂ 
 partial symmetric overlap: A ≈ 
 partial asymmetric overlap: A ⊂ B


disconnection: A ∩ B = ∅

MODE C (equivalence symmetric mereology of 
value exchange)

captain

C

C

0

1

-1, 1

[0, 1]

2 11

1

dad

kin kin

family A

family B

family C

mom

son

2

2 1

0

M

M

M

M

M

commodity A commodity B

money



II. BOUNDARY



workers

workers

delegation

& self-coordination

guide

strike

dialogue

concession

represents

& control

funds &

control

channel → gate

integrate

& pacify

EXAMPLE: WORKERS, UNIONS & CAPITAL

information

capital

capital

union

union

B

B

O

O

K

K
workers capital

union

id id

id

id

id

id

organ of the state
organ of capital & space of recognition

organ of the worker’s movement

class of managers & extended state (João Bernardo)

B

O

O O

O

K

K~B

B

B→K K→B

K→B

O→B

O

O

KC



O

O

O

O

O
O

O

O

O

O
O

OO

O

O

O

O

O

O

int(B)

δB

K

BOUNDARY AND TOPOLOGICAL SPACE

interior boundary exterior



O  ⊂ O 

O  ⊂ O  = {X : id      exists and id      does not}O O 

X→O X

X X

X X→O X→O X→O 
O ≈ O  = {X : id      and id      exist}

O ≈ O 

LOGICS OF INTERACTION

afirmative dialectics


O OO O
1 12 2

1

1 2

22

2 1

1

1 1

1 12 2

12 2 1

11

O , O  ⊂ int(B) O , O  ⊂ int(B)

O , O ⊂ δBO , O ⊂ δB

common space subtracted space

zones of integration zones of conflict

zones of cooperation zones of delegation

O O 

2 2

22

1

2

2

 δB

K

 int(B)

O

O

O

1O



A topology on a social world K is a collection T  of subsets of K, 

called open subsets, that satisfies: 


1. ∅ ∈ T  and K ∈ T 


2. T  is closed under finite intersections. That is, any finite 

intersection of elements in T , O  ∩ ... ∩ O  ,  is also in T .


2. T  is closed under arbitrary unions. That is, any union of elements 

of T ,     O  , is also in T .



4

1 n

α∪

TOPOLOGICAL SPACES

K

O1

2

p

3 1

1

2

2
O

O  = O  ∩ O

O  = O  ∪ O

or the power of localization



 B = int(B) + δB

B = {p ∈ K | for any neighborhood N  of p,  N  ∩ B ≠ ∅}

int(B) = {p ∈ K | there is a neighborhood N  of p,  N  ⊂ B}

A = {x ∈ R | 0 < x < 1} = (0, 1) int(A) = A
δA = {0, 1}

int(A) = AA = {x ∈ R | 0 ≤ x ≤ 1} = [0, 1]

p

p

p

p

the closure of a political body B (or any set in a topological space) is the set B of 
points which are “close” to B, in the sense that any neighbourhood around a point in 
B intersects with B itself.

the interior of a political body B (or any set in a topological space) is the set B of 
points which any neighbourhood around it is included in B.

TOPOLOGICAL SPACES

0 1

= B
K K K

int(B)
δB



 δB

 δB

 B

 B int(B)

 K\B

 ∩

\

=

=

δB = B ∩ K\B

δB = B \ int(B)

THREE DEFINITIONS THE BOUNDARY OF A BODY
I. boundary as the membrane of a political body: the region of overlap between the 
political body and the social world overlap 

II. boundary as the frontier of a political body: the region of the political body which is 
not (yet) its interior

III. boundary as the zone of dispute of a political body: the point of the world which are 
close to both the political body and the social world

δB = {p ∈ K | for all neighborhood N  of p,  N  ∩ B ≠ ∅ and N  ∩ K\B ≠ ∅ }


N

p pp

p
p

 δB

B

K



I. int(B) = B

II. int(O) ⊂ O

III. int(O ∩ O ) = int(O ) ∩ int(O )

IV. int(int(O)) = int(O)


I. δ(∅) = ∅

II. δ(B) = δ(K\B)

III. O ∩ O  ∩ δ(O ∩ O ) = O ∩ O  ∩ [δ(O ) ∪ δ(O )]


IVa. δ(O\δ(O)) ⊆ δ(O)

IVb. δ(δ(O)) ⊆ δ(O)


K ⊂ B ⊂ O ⊂ ø

1 1 1 1 12 2 2 22 1 2

 δB

interior as primitive

AXIOMS OF TOPOLOGY

Lazarus, Anthropology of the Name

LoW Book VI Theory of Points

boundary as primitive

int(B)

1

2

 δB
K B

O

O

B = δB + int(B)

K = int(B) + δB + int(K\B)
trichotomy

dicotomy

Kuratowski closure axioms

J. Albuquerque, La Notion de "Frontière" en Topologie (1941)

BOUNDARY AND TOPOLOGICAL SPACE



EXAMPLE: SUBSET OF THEORETICAL PRACTICE

people

members are people such 

that
 exists
id

people

int(STP) = {meetings, TV series jokes}

δSTP = {interest in math & politics}

δSTP int(STP)

active interest in

politics & math


(P&M)

active interest in

politics & math

TV series

jokes

TV series

jokes

meetings

meetings

person ∈ people

P&M→meeting



EXAMPLES OF BOUNDARIES

science

art

love

hard core

of theory

theory

axiomatized

theory

intra domain

inter domain

no boundary

(clopen sets)

no interior

∅

∅

∅

∅

internal life

and language of 

the couple

third element

(e.g. work, trip, 

affair, friends, etc)

parascience

form

propaganda

non-figurative,

ars gratia artis

manifesto politics e.g. futurism, russian avant-guarde

world

works

politics

content

metaphysics philosophy

auxiliary

hypothesis

competing

theory

int(B) δB S



BOUNDARIES OF SOCIAL WORLDS

MODE BMODE A

community x

domination

center

margin

out-of-spheresubmargin

weak domination

war

trade

war
community y

community z

family family

clan

clan

empirefederation of clans



III. REPRODUCTION



production (p: A→B)

actions from A that reorganize the 
composition of B


consumption (c: A→B)

effects were the composition of B 
is incorporated into A


reproduction (r: A→A ; r = id  )

transformations that act on the 
internal composition of A


waste (w: A→1)

actions which destroy part of 
internal composition of A


work (or discipline) (w*: A→A’)

actions which embed A into a 
larger space


reduction (r*: A’→A)

actions which reduce A’ into a 
smaller subspace of itself


food’

food

art

garbage art

=

p

p

p
r

A

r

c r*

c

c

w*
w

human
human

human’

[human]

INTERACTION SPACES AS ECONOMIC REPRODUCTION



merchant capital

spatial differences

usurer capital

temporal differences

market A market A

merchant usurer

id id

id idid id

id id

market B market A

A A

merchant ⇄B usurer ⇄B
t t+1

merchant ⇄A usurer ⇄A

B B
merchant usurer

equivalence space equivalence space

A AB A

merchant usurer

x x’

M

C contract contractC

M M

ΔM ΔM

M’ M’

M

A B

y y’

MODE C

THE REPRODUCTION OF CAPITAL



 c • p (M) = id  (M) = k M’
M

M’ ΔM

a. simple reproduction of capital

b. extended reproduction of capital

self-valorizing capital & money

or the ‘discipline’ of capital

equivalent up to a constant

M M id=

⇒

[M]

ΔM

ΔM

M - C ... P ... C’  - M’

[M] = (M, M’, M’’, ...)

organization of the labor process

and production of the worker as wage-labourer

organization of the labor process

and production of the worker as wage-labourer

accumulation fund

incorporation

waste

waste

reduction

individual consumption

of the capitalist

capital

discipline of

capital

self-valorizing

capital

THE REPRODUCTION OF CAPITAL

LP + MP

LP + MP LP + MP

MC

C CM

[M]

M’

M’

C’

C’ C’

B

B

production

production

production

“productive

consumption”

“...”

“...”

“...”

“...”

“productive

consumption”

consumption

consumption

consumption

W

C

C

W

 δK

 δK



Breproduction

production (p)

LF
consumption (c)

labour-fundworker

wage

wage

b. reduced reproduction of worker

c. doubled reproduction of worker

a. general reproduction of worker

B

B

W

W

W

W

W

B +MP

B +MP

consumption

consumption

separated

separated

P

P

MP

MP

W

W

reduction

reduction
fetish of wages

production waste

production

K

K

C

C

W

W

 δB

 δB

THE REPRODUCTION OF THE WORKER

“Variable capital is therefore only a particular historical form of 
appearance of the fund for providing the necessaries of life, or 
the labour-fund which the labourer requires for the maintenance 
of himself and family, and which, whatever be the system of 
social production, he must himself produce and reproduce.” 
(Marx, Capital Vol I, ch 23)

W

domestic, subsistence

economy

landfeminine labour

B  + MSF

 int(B  )



THE REPRODUCTION OF WORKER & CAPITAL

BW

W

W

W

W
B +MP

LP+MP

consumption

consumption

M

M’C’

C

P

W
production

(relative surplus)

(absolute surplus)
production

“The labourer consumes in a two-fold way. While producing he consumes by his labour the means of production, and converts them into products with a higher value 
than that of the capital advanced. This is his productive consumption. It is at the same time consumption of his labour-power by the capitalist who bought it. On the 
other hand, the labourer turns the money paid to him for his labour-power, into means of subsistence: this is his individual consumption. The labourer’s productive 
consumption, and his individual consumption, are therefore totally distinct. In the former, he acts as the motive power of capital, and belongs to the capitalist. In the 
latter, he belongs to himself, and performs his necessary vital functions outside the process of production. The result of the one is, that the capitalist lives; of the 
other, that the labourer lives”. (Marx, Capital Vol I, ch 23)

wage

domestic, subsistence

economy

domestic, subsistence

economy

land

land

feminine

labour

feminine

labour

B

B  + MS

B  + MS
W

W

F

F

B +MP

consumption

separated

P

MP

W

reduction

production

K
C

W δB

 int(B  )

 int(B  )

reproduction production circulation

  δB

ΔM

organization of the labor process

and production of the worker as wage-labourer

accumulation fund

waste

work of

capital

LP + MP
C M

M’C’

B

production

“...”

“...”

“productive

consumption”

consumption

C

C

W

 δK

 K



reproductionB

†

†

production

strugglereproduction

production

K

COMMUNIST REPRODUCTION?

K K

K K

B

B

id   , id

id id

capitalist

reproduction

B B

B B

K

K

id   , id

id   - id  -

communist

reproduction

struggle transition

 dual production (dialectic as antagonism)

commoning communizationcommunism

2. double reproduction (dialectic as scission)

 B    =    int(B)    +    δB
id

O ∈ int(B)

B

commoning

O ∈ int(B)

commons

B Kid    >   id  
communist hypothesis

O ∈ δB ∪ int(B) 

organs & objects

id
O ∈ δB

B

communization 



POLITICAL ECONOMY OF COMMUNISM
communism as real movement

consumption

production

id id
B B

O ∈ int(B) O ∈ δB

OO

KδBint(B)

double reproduction double production

commoning

determination

limitation

communization

commons organs & objects

scission antagonism



Commune

State

(rights & repression)

CooperativesMutual-aid

Communities

Nation

((in)tolerance)

Autonomous Justice

Strike

Expropriation

Confiscation

Insurrection Taking power

Movements

Riot

?

Liberation

Work Fund

Capital

(subsumption & dispossession)

Commons

K

OccupationBoycott Manage

reproduction

double reproduction
commoning communization

counter-reproduction

(destruction & integration)

production

production
counter-


reproduction

consumption

consumption

Revolt Revolution
a aa

a

c cc

c

b bb

b

POLITICAL ECONOMY OF COMMUNISM

Kint(B)

int(B) δB

δB



IV. RESIDUE
The search for identity within oneself: a Polygremia of guilds

Now, Polygremia - a union of the Latin Poli- to the Portuguese 
Grêmios - should, by definition, seek the point of convergence, the 
common sense between the experiences of these organizations. 
But establishing the relationship between them is not such a clear 
or simple task, and it is easy to miss how absurd it is to look 
outside the experience of the guilds for a meaning for their unity. 
In this way, the Poligremia gets lost in an absence of identity, 
which returns cyclically in moments of ebb and demobilization.

This identity void was filled in early 2011 by the mobilizations 
against the raise. The involvement with a broader struggle and at 
first external to Poligremia temporarily provided the purpose that 
its actions lack.

the ‘Poligremia’ experience (2012)

https://passapalavra.info/2012/06/60822/

At the same time, the effort to intervene in these ephemeral irruptions produces 
a kind of "freelance militancy," which reflects the fluidity and disintegration of 
the world around us: militant organization also disperses itself in the fog. 
Recognizing this condition of instability means assuming our practice as 
"residue" and not "accumulation": time to gather shards, elaborate the defeats, 
and keep on the lookout for the next tremors. Using names that come and go 
along with the struggles, we have endeavored to probe the terrain and formulate 
the impasse as a starting point for action and reflection.


“about” a group of militants in the fog (2022)

neblina.xyz

For us, in the secondary school movement, it seems that we are 
always starting. On one hand, starting our political action; on 
the other hand, starting or resuming from scratch the 
organization of our political spaces. A good part of those who 
participated in student councils had to dedicate themselves, 
first, to their (re)construction. The rhythm imposed by the 
three-year high school cycle is hostile to the formation of 
lasting student organizations.



Breaking the cycle of eternal (re)beginning characteristic of 
secondary school struggles and organizations, both inside and 
outside the schools, requires keeping alive their previous and 
contemporary experiences, relating past, present, and future of 
the movement. That is, to see them as part of the same history, 
tracing their historical meaning. Without formulated continuity, 
actions become meaningless and it is almost impossible to build a 
collective identity [31].



RESIDUES

A

A

AAO

O

s

s

m m
O O

AA

making a difference, 
without sensing it

sensing a difference, 
without making it

isolate objectpetit objectlimit object

sensor organ actuator organ organs

X

XX

a iX

absence of difference 
making, object is 

disconnected

problem of sensing problem of intervening problem of connecting

gesture that makes a 
difference to what is 
sensed



POLITICAL EXPERIMENTS & INQUIRIES

id

id id id

id
int(B)

int(B) δB K

δB
Org→X

Org→X Org→a B

Org→a

aOrgX

KδBint(B)

political experiment

political

experiment

political

enquiry

social

world

the practices of experimenting with the internal 
composition of a political body stabilized by a 
boundary; of producing new phenomena that put 
the communist hypothesis to test, the hypothesis 
that the power of its internal composition under 
the trace can be greater than that of the social 
world

the practices of investigating and intervening on the 
composition of the social world, at the edge of a 
political boundary; of incorporating new material into 
its internal composition and debasing the social 
world by testing the connection social elements to 
political body under a trace

political enquiries



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YWIseo5LwgQ

to learn and mourn a failure is to encircle the body of a defeat and collect its residues

FROM ACCUMULATION TO RESIDUES OF STRUGGLE



SUMMARY

Org

places

gesturesorgans

boundary world

limits
aX

KδBint(B) antagonismscission

double reproduction dual production

enquiryexperiment
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m
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weekly protests school occupations street blockades

2015 20162006

SCHOOL OCCUPATIONS IN SÃO PAULO (2015-2016)

...

street

blockades

school

school

events

school
school

comando

school

OCCUPIED

SCHOOL

school

walls

spokespeoplekitchen

assembly

parties

security

students
UMES

street 
protests

Mal Educado“occupy”

Chile

2006 school 
occupations

schools

occupation residue blockade gesture 
enquiry IIenquiry I

place

experiment I

boundary & the 
student identity

places

experiment II

B δBint(B)K K

a aX XO O
mal educado

comando/

mal educado

students studentsoccupation

occupationsoccupation street blockadestreet protest

state state


